Charlotte | HHS
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Hello!
303.730.8638 | sandypucseniors.com

Sandy Puc’ Photography has been serving the greater Denver area’s seniors
for over 25 years.
We get excited about the opportunity to take senior photos and create new memories!
If you want a unique portrait experience that will document your senior year and your individuality, the experienced
photographers and friendly staff at Sandy Puc’ Photography deliver at a standard of excellence that can’t be beat.
Whether you want a stylish indoor session or a beautiful outdoor session in a local park, the gardens, or the streets of
downtown, there are plenty of options to create the look you want. From the moment you step through the door, to the
moment your finished product is ready for pick-up, your experience is guaranteed to be an enjoyable one.
Appointments are limited to ensure only the highest quality to each and every client, so hurry and book your session today!

Our Team
Sandy Puc’

Owner / Photographer

Nikolai Puc’
Lead Photographer

Jonathan Hagman Erin Jeppson
Video & Marketing

Sales & Imaging

Nathan Shuffle
Operations Manager

Aidan | RJHS

Julianne | HHS

Studio
•
•
•
•

Large variety of backdrops
Natural light
Dramatic studio light
Unique couches and chairs

Akaia | LHS
Kennady | DCHS
Pria | AHS

Bryce | RCHS

Gardens
•
•
•
•

Flower gardens
Water features
Bridges
Red rocks

Carly | MVHS
Name | HS
Aidan | RJHS

Padminil | CCHS

Hannah | CHS

Park
•
•
•
•

Mountain views
Wooded areas/Natural grasses
Red Rock views
Water features

Noah & Nathan | HRHS

Ben | MVHS

Janelle | ECHS

Landon | CVHS

Barn
•
•
•
•

Old wooden barn
Rustic red barn
Benches/Fences
Natural landscaping

Mady | CHS

Pria | AHS

Devon | CHS

Morgan | TRHS

Urban/Downtown
•
•
•
•

Alleys & doorways
Murals & Graffiti walls
Cityscapes
Vivid arts & culture

Joseph | SHHS

Thomas | CCEHS

Piper | VHS

Brynn | HHS

Mansion
•
•
•
•

Flower gardens
Rock walls
Majestic steps
Wrought-iron fence

Sydney | TRHS

Piper | VHS

Rachel | MHS

Logan | HRHS

Golden Hour

Available with Ultimate or Experience sessions

• Warm tones
• Sunset/Dusk
• Soft lighting
Carissa | MVHS

Brayden | RJHS

Hannah | RJHS

Devon | CHS

Custom
•
•
•
•

Planes, cars, trucks & horses
Swimming pools, sports fields
Personal residences
The sky is the limit!

Megan | BCHS

Hannah | RJHS

Andrew | GHS

Julianne | HHS

Why choose Sandy Puc' Seniors?

Andrew | GHS

When deciding on a senior photographer,
we recommend you do your homework.

After all, this is a once-in-a-lifetime moment that will
represent some of the best years of your life.

Do Your Research
Ask friends whom you trust for their recommendations
and read the photographer's reviews. The more
homework you do, the better your session will be.
Find a Style You Love
You have a look that is all your own. Find a
photographer with work that inspires you, posing and
lighting that you find interesting, and final images that
make you smile.
Hire a Professional
Many people love taking pictures, but you should look
for someone who has the experience, proper training,
and who creates images that look like art. Having a
proper website is a must!
Take Time for a Consultation
A good photographer will want to talk to you about
your vision, the look you want, location options, pricing,
and what you want to see in the final images.
Our team would love to sit down and design your
perfect session!
We hope you will check out our hundreds of Google
and Yelp reviews, visit our extensive senior website, or
even pick up the phone and give us a call.
We would LOVE to chat!

We know this is an important
moment in your life and we would be
honored to be your photographer.

Sessions
Andrew | GHS

the experience
$250
Unlimited outfit changes.
Four hour session. Can be broken into two parts. Up to two locations of your
choice. Consultation and optional hair and makeup included. What is your
passion - horses, airplanes, racecars, skiing? If you can dream it, we will capture it!
(Minimum $1500 order)

the ultimate

the extreme

$150

$75

Up to six outfits.
Two hour session. Up to two locations of your
choice within a 25-mile radius of studio. Including
sports, cars, motorcyles, pets, instruments, etc.

Up to four outfits.
1.5 hour session. Studio indoor & outdoor OR
one location of your choice within a 10-mile
radius of studio.

the essential

the quick take

$45

FREE!

Up to two outfits.
45 minute session. Indoor OR outdoor at studio

$150
One outfit
Includes 15 minute session, (2) 5x7s and
yearbook submission from one pose.

The session fee includes the time and creation of the images and does not include yearbook submission, portraits, or products unless specified.

BOOK ONLINE: sandypucphotography.acuityscheduling.com

Free Family Session

Every senior who
books receives a free
family session!
PLUS, a $100 rebate
for every $500
spent on your senior
session to use on
family portraits.

Be Brave.
Maci | MVHS

Kennady | DCHS

Be Wild.

Charlotte | HHS

Grayson | CHS

Alyssa | MVHS

Isaac | CHS

Hannah | RJHS

Bryce | RCHS
Collin | EHS

Colton | CHS

Brolin | EHS

Landon | CVHS

Kendyl | AHS

Be You.

"Our family started with Sandy
Puc' in 2001, when on a friend's
recommendation, she photographed
our first child. Here we are 20 years
later, Sandy Puc' and her son Nikolai
have created unique and very special
senior photos that capture the same
character as the toddlers Sandy
photographed so many years ago.
Sandy and Nikolai bring their artistic
flare and exceptional customer
service to every photo shoot. From
baby and early childhood pictures
to now senior photos, business head
shots and extended family outdoor
portraits we have been exceptionally
pleased with their artistry, the quality
of the finished photographs and the
overall experience."
Laurie B., Andrew’s Mom | GHS

Andrew | GHS

"We had an awesome experience
this morning having my son's
senior pictures taken by Nikolai.
We were able to arrange a
surprise for my son... an orange
Lambourghini, courtesy of Mike
Ward, to be used in the photos.
Nikolai and his assistant Forrest
were professional, enthusiastic,
and excited to help us make these
perfect memories. Cannot wait
to see the proofs. It's going to be
hard to choose!"
Patricia R., Noah's Mom | PCA

Noah | PCA

"My daughter's senior pictures
are amazing! The photo shoot
was such an uplifting and fun
experience for her during these
difficult times. Extraordinary
studio in every way."
Ellen B., Jordan's Mom | CA

Jordan | CA

"Just had a session for my
senior pictures and they were
absolutely amazing! It was
really fun to work with Nikolai,
one of the photographers. He
knew where my best angles
were and made sure to get
my confidence up. All in all,
working with them was the
best decision to make and
I'm so excited to see how the
pictures came out!!! Would
recommend them to anyone
looking for gorgeous pictures
at a reasonable price."
Yasmin M. | CCHS

Andrew | AHS

Yasmin | CCHS

Name | HS

Shawn | AHS

"My twin boys just had their
senior pictures done here and it
was an awesome experience! Our
photographer was Nikolai and
he did a wonderful job of making
my boys feel comfortable.
The pictures were amazing
and even though we did the
Quick Take session he took
several photos with a variety of
backgrounds so we had so many
to choose from. It's clear that
he really cares about his clients
and about delivering quality
photos that they'll love. I will
be recommending this place to
everyone I know!"
Naomi F., Andrew & Shawn's
Mom | AHS

"We couldn’t be more
pleased with our entire
experience with Sandy
Puc’ Photography. Nikolai
took my daughter’s
senior pictures and we
had such a hard time
narrowing it down. There
were so many amazing
pictures to choose
from. He made the
experience so fun and
easy. We would HIGHLY
recommend them."
Chad G., Caley’s Dad |
PHS

Caley | PHS

Life is about
courage and
going into the
unknown.”
“

-The Secret Life of Walter Mitty

Thomas | CCEHS

Sandy Puc' Photography
6044 W. Canyon Ave., Littleton CO 80128
sandypucseniors.com | 303.730.8638

